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The California Access to Justice

Commission presents this report

and recommendations to the State

Bar and other stakeholders on:

A. Generating increased media

coverage that demonstrates

how civil legal aid helps ensure

fairness in, and instills respect

for, California’s justice system

and its civic institutions; and 

B. Strategies to reduce the

“knowledge gap” on the part of

people who face serious

problems but do not seek legal

help because they do not

recognize their problems as

legal. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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We thank the State Bar for its request to the California Access to

Justice Commission for recommendations on public

communications with two related goals. We report, regarding goal I,

that the Access Commission has engaged national experts at

Voices for Civil Justice to support legal aid organizations and other

supporting organizations, including the State Bar, to participate in

“California Voices for Civil Justice” to improve the quality and

effectiveness of public communications on civil legal aid.

Regarding goal II, we recommend that the State Bar could help

narrow the Knowledge Gap for all Californians.The State Bar’s

Communications and Access and Inclusion staffs could convene a

“Closing the Knowledge Gap Working Group” to identify significant

problems and opportunities that many people do not recognize as

legal, and legal needs for which they do not know where to find

help. The State Bar and the Working Group could develop and

disseminate messages to meet address those subjects.



IB OFFER FLEXIBLE, RESPONSIVE, AND
DECENTRALIZED ASSISTANCE -- NOT “A SINGLE
VOICE” FOR THE ENTIRE STATE OF CALIFORNIA. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

California is too large and diverse for a centrally-controlled
communications program or a single, statewide message. Instead,
Voices for Civil Justice and the Access Commission will  offer
support, help, and training on responding to media inquiries and
engaging in media outreach and effective messages on the topics
that participating organizations choose to address, given the needs
and circumstances in their communities. 

IA ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE MEDIA CONSULTING AND
PUBLIC EDUCATION PROJECT THROUGH WHICH
CIVIL LEGAL AID AND RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
CAN CHOOSE TO WORK WITH MEDIA EXPERTS

Voices for Civil Justice and a dedicated Access Commission staff
member will  be available to work with legal aid organizations –
including IOLTA recipients but also including other nonprofits that
provide legal assistance in California and organizations that work
with and support legal aid. 

I PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS TO SUPPORT LEGAL AID

The Access Commission has engaged a national nonprofit
specializing in media consulting for legal aid organizations, Voices
for Civil Justice. Working with Voices for Civil Justice, the Access
Commission proposes to coordinate communications activity
according to the following Recommendations:



IC USE A STAGED APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTATION: 

STAGE 1: WORK TO ESTABLISH “CALIFORNIA VOICES FOR CIVIL JUSTICE”
AND IMPROVE MEDIA COVERAGE REGARDING LEGAL HELP FOR PEOPLE
ELIGIBLE FOR LEGAL AID.

We envision a first stage focusing on legal aid and the people and
communities that legal aid organizations can assist. A primary goal of
California Voices for Civil Justice will be heightened public awareness and
appreciation of legal aid organizations.The Access Commission will invite a
large group of participating organizations to learn what help they can receive
from Voices for Civil Justice and from each other in becoming more effective
with traditional and social media in addressing civil justice issues that are vital
to the lives of people in the organizations’ communities. The program will
continue if, and for as long as, it is justified by participation and the modest
level of required funding continues. 

STAGE 2: REACH MORE DIVERSE AUDIENCES AND COMMUNITIES. 

California Voices for Civil Justice will expand its reach geographically, to
diverse language communities, immigrants to California, and others whom
legal aid organizations can help. Messaging will also expand to disseminate
information about legal help available to people in groups who are not eligible
for legal aid.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Effective communications with the public through traditional media
outlets and social media can build support for legal aid
organizations. This can lead to increased appreciation of the role
and importance of legal aid, support for funding, and greater
capacity – to address the “Support Gap” that currently leaves too
many Californians without access to civil  justice. We propose a
sequence of stages, each building capacity for the next:



IIB PARTICIPANTS IN A SECOND COLLABORATION, A “CLOSING THE
KNOWLEDGE GAP WORKING GROUP,” COULD SHARE EXPERIENCE
AND INSIGHTS AND WORK TOGETHER ON PUBLIC
COMMUNICATIONS: 

(A) TO INFORM CALIFORNIANS OF ANY INCOME GROUP WHO FACE
AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM OR OPPORTUNITY AND DO NOT KNOW IT
HAS A LEGAL CAUSE OR SOLUTION; AND 
(B) TO DISSEMINATE INFORMATION ABOUT HOW AND WHERE TO
FIND AFFORDABLE LEGAL HELP. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IIA PARTICIPANTS IN CALIFORNIA VOICES FOR CIVIL JUSTICE SHOULD
DEVELOP AND DISSEMINATE: 

(A) MESSAGES COUNTERING NEGATIVE PRIOR OPINIONS ABOUT
LEGAL AID, AND 
(B) CAREFULLY TARGETED MESSAGES ADDRESSING INSTANCES OF
PROBLEMS NOT UNDERSTOOD TO BE LEGAL.

California Voices for Civil Justice will help legal aid organizations correct that
negative expectation where it is false, and work for funding and support to
build legal aid programs’ capacity -- so that the negative expectation is true
much less often. 

II PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS TO NARROW THE KNOWLEDGE GAP

The “Knowledge Gap” – when people face problems they do not recognize as
legal or do not know where to look for help; and a third aspect specific to
negative expectations about legal aid – compounds the problems posed by
inadequate funding for legal aid (the “Support Gap”).

We envision activities by California Voices for Civil Justice to narrow the
Knowledge Gap with respect to low income and disadvantaged persons and
communities. We recommend a second collaboration, a Closing the Knowledge
Gap Working Group” whose members could develop and disseminate public
communications to narrow the Knowledge Gap for all Californians. 



IIIB THE STATE BAR COULD CONVENE THE CLOSING THE KNOWLEDGE
GAP WORKING GROUP DESCRIBED IN RECOMMENDATION IIB
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IIIA TO SUPPORT LEGAL AID, THE STATE BAR COULD STRENGTHEN
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS BY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS BY
PARTICIPATING IN THE CALIFORNIA VOICES FOR CIVIL JUSTICE
STEERING GROUP, PROVIDING, WHERE APPROPRIATE, FACTUAL
SUPPORT FOR MESSAGING BY OTHER PARTICIPANTS, AND BY
IDENTIFYING SPOKESPERSONS. 

We urge the State Bar to participate in California Voices for Civil
Justice. As a primary voice known to reporters and the public to
speak on the legal profession and its activities, the State Bar can
add credibility when it chooses to speak on topics being addressed
by other participants. 

The State Bar’s Justice Gap research, its communications staff, its
Legal Services Trust Fund program, and its Access and Inclusion
work provide a basis for effective fact-based messaging on how
legal assistance is provided, where it remains unequal and
inadequate, what legal aid does to meet the need, and how it can
be strengthened.

III  THE STATE BAR'S ROLE

IIIC THE STATE BAR COULD INVEST RESOURCES IN DEVELOPING AND
DISSEMINATING CONTENT TO NARROW THE KNOWLEDGE GAP FOR
ALL.

We discuss and explain these recommendations in the body of this
report.



We have studied, and cite in this report, a number of documents issued by the State Bar in connection
with the Justice Gap Study.

This report draws on the expertise and work product of Voices for Civil Justice, research on published
reporting about legal aid in California, the California Justice Gap Study conducted by the State Bar of
California, "Justice at Risk," prepared by Carmody and Associates for the Legal Aid Association of
California, and other papers listed in the notes. 

We have conducted a search of articles published so far in 2021 that mention names in a list of
California legal aid organizations (25 articles located) and articles that mention important civil legal
issues (670 articles). The lists will be available online, and we will continue to update them.If the
proposed project succeeds, the numbers in the two lists will be much more equal before 2021 ends. 

We have surveyed and reviewed published analysis of the Knowledge Gap, notably Rebecca L.
Sandefur’s “Money Isn’t Everything: Understanding Moderate Income Households’ Use of Lawyers’
Services.” In Middle Income Access to Justice, edited by Anthony Duggan, Lorne Sossin and Michael
Trebilcock. Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press (2012) Legal Services Corp., “The Justice Gap:
Measuring The Unmet Civil Legal Needs Of Low-Income Americans” (2017), at 27 et seq.; and Ellen
Waldman, “How Mediation Contributes To the “Justice Gap” and Possible Technological Fixes” 88
Fordham Law Rv. 2425 (2020).

In addition, Sam Scarrow for Voices and Access Commission Communications Chair Janis Hirohama,
Executive Director Jack Londen, and Senior Coordinator Jasmine Kaddoura conducted interviews with
leaders who have substantial experience in legal aid and our state's civil justice institutions:
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SOURCES FOR THIS REPORT
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UGOCHI ANAEBERE-
NICHOLSON

Directing Attorney at the

Public Law Center

BONNIE HOUGH

Managing Attorney at the

Judicial Council

ERIKA FRANK

Gen Counsel, Cal Chamber of

Commerce and a CalATJ

member

YOLANDA JACKSON

Executive Director of the San

Francisco Bar Association and

Justice & Diversity Center

LISA PRUITT

Martin Luther King Jr.

Professor of Law, UC Davis, a

specialist in rural legal issues

CLAIRE SOLOT

Executive Director of the

Bigglesworth Foundation

https://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Study-Executive-Summary.pdf
https://voicesforciviljustice.org/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2949022
https://perma.cc/Z5U6-43BJ
http://fordhamlawreview.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Waldman_May_S_13.pdf


For its insiders, talk of the “civil justice system” can inspire us. The way we all live now – and all of
our civic institutions -- depend on legal obligations and rights, opportunities created by law, such as
contracts, business licenses, and civil laws and regulations against conduct that threatens our
common interests or the interests of persons who need special protection. Legal professionals
understand as a profound truth that civil legal rules, procedures, and institutions are central to
everyone’s lives. But this way of talking has meaning mainly to insiders -- lawyers, judges and
teachers of law.

For most of the public, talk about the civil justice system is unfamiliar and empty of content. To
communicate effectively with people who are not insiders to that system, we must talk about what
civil justice does, the people it affects, the opportunities it opens, and the life problems it solves.
Virtually every member of the public will face situations in which their happiness and well-being
depend on maneuvering through the civil legal system.  Avoiding an eviction or obtaining one,
starting a business, dealing with an abusive domestic partner, seeking to adopt or retain custody of
a child, resisting an unscrupulous creditor, or participating in disaster or emergency relief programs
– these are all real-life circumstances that necessarily involve interacting with laws and the legal
system.

Every schoolchild learns that our country’s civic institutions promise “Equal Justice Under the Law.”
The State Bar’s Justice Gap Study established, however, that most people regularly encounter legal
problems that they cannot afford to pay a lawyer to handle. Faith in our institutions depends on
whether a person who cannot afford a lawyer will receive equal justice. 
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PART 1. SUPPORT FOR LEGAL AID - OVERVIEW

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Access-to-Justice/Initiatives/California-Justice-Gap-Study


The challenge of poverty is as great or greater in California than in any other State. Our State
has the highest percentage of poverty among the 50 states, 38% higher than the average for the
United States (17.2% compared to 12.5%), when cost of living is taken into account, seen on
page 29 of this 2019 Supplemental Poverty Measure report.

In answer to the question of equal justice despite unequal ability to pay for a lawyer, our country
and our State provides civil legal aid and other access to justice measures. But the Justice Map
Study also proves that this answer is not yet adequate in scale. The political support necessary
for an adequate answer to problem of equal justice depends on the public’s understanding of
the critical role of civil legal aid so that their representatives will provide the needed funding and
legislation.

As the Justice Gap Study explains:

"Although more than half of Californians experience at least one actionable
civil legal problem in a given year, they seek legal help for only 32 percent of
them. Most do not recognize the legal aspects of these problems; if they do
recognize those aspects, many do not know how to access the appropriate
resources to address them." (pg 10)

There is another problematic consequence of the inadequacy of legal aid budgets and staffing
to meet all the legal needs of people eligible to be their clients. In our interviews on this project,
one long-time legal aid lawyer told us that before efforts at communications can overcome the
knowledge gap, “you have to deal with the word on the street that legal aid programs won’t help
you because they are already full.” There are, in short, prior opinions to overcome before we can
expect the general public, and especially people who are eligible for legal aid, to have as positive
a view of legal aid programs as we lawyers think they deserve. 

Our communications with the public should demonstrate the value of legal aid, the justice
system, and how equal justice in our civic institutions is not an empty promise. They should
provide reasons why people must ask their elected leaders to support funding for legal help
where it is not available to them. They should help people recognize when the life problems they
face are legal problems. And they should show why people should trust legal aid lawyers who
can provide legal help.  The reasons should be stated in a clear and positive way.
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PART 1. SUPPORT FOR LEGAL AID -
OVERVIEW

https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2020/demo/p60-272.pdf


We recommend establishing the capacity in

California to provide participants with resources,

advice about effective media work, and training

where needed. The program – a “California

Voices for Civil Justice” -- will be a voluntary

collaboration of civil justice actors participating

for their own reasons and at their own pace,

rather than a "central planning” group imposing

mandates.  The program will develop among

participants a network of California experts to

ramp up media efforts about civil legal aid, its

work, and its accomplishments. The program

would aim at collaboration between California

organizations that already know how to deliver

excellent messages using the media and other

organizations seeking to learn how to do so. 

RECOMMENDATION I-A

ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE
MEDIA CONSULTING AND
PUBLIC EDUCATION PROJECT
THROUGH WHICH CIVIL LEGAL
AID AND RELATED
ORGANIZATIONS CAN CHOOSE
TO WORK WITH MEDIA
EXPERTS
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RECOMMENDATIONS – PART I:
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS TO
SUPPORT LEGAL AID



Effective communications in the State of California must reflect its huge size and diversity. We
are urban and rural, coastal-metropolitan and inland-agricultural, recent and not so recent arrival
and indigenous people, diverse in languages, racial and ethnic backgrounds, income and wealth,
educational attainment, and cultures. Our different groups and communities follow news and
public events using different channels of communications. There is no single, statewide
message that will be effective everywhere in California.

Accordingly, in developing messages to persuade and motivate support for civil justice solutions,
participating organizations will have the final say over what makes sense for their community.  In
our interviews with a select group of stakeholders, the sense was unanimous that dedicating
communications capacity to statewide and regional efforts would be valuable and that many
programs would benefit from it. Participants' appetites for communications help will depend on
their goals, capacities, and experience. 

To communicate effectively with the public and, through them, to persuade policy makers
requires messages with no legal jargon. Best are human interest stories that speak simply about
kinds of problems and opportunities ordinary people face every day.  

We need help to understand how the public perceives lawyers, courts, and the civil justice
process. We need help to work out how to speak effectively to diverse groups – language groups,
people who have little money, rural people who don’t like asking for help, immigrants, people with
disabilities, seniors, people who distrust authority. We need the help of communications experts
who understand these issues and have experience addressing them. 

Legal aid organizations particularly need this help. Many do not have staff whose time is
dedicated to communications work.With the press of need to spend all available time providing
services they often lack the time to devote to generating their own messaging. New channels of
media and 24-7 news cycles add to the benefit to legal aid programs from expert advice on
media relations. 

RECOMMENDATION I-A
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VOICES FOR CIVIL JUSTICE

The Access Commission has engaged Voices for Civil Justice to
assist in preparing this report. We recommend also using Voices for
Civil Justice during implementation of our recommendations.  It was
founded in 2013 by Martha Bergmark. She served as Executive Vice
President, then interim President, of the Legal Services Corporation,
and she has dedicated her career to leading legal aid and civil rights
organizations. Voices for Civil Justice is based in Washington, D.C.,
with a two-person staff and a 12-person advisory committee. It is a
sponsored project of, and is legally and fiscally administered by, the
New Venture Fund, a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation based in
Washington, DC.

Voices for Civil Justice describes its mission as to tap “the
awareness-raising power of the media to spotlight the critical role of
civil legal aid in assuring fairness for all in the justice system."

Voices for Civil Justice has seven years of experience dealing with
traditional media, finding “human-interest stories,” pitching stories
and opinion pieces. They can conduct surveys and other research,
and they work closely with the Legal Services Corporation and the
American Bar Association.  Voices for Civil Justice maintains a deep
and organized compendium of articles on civil legal aid programs
and their work. Voices knows talks regularly with reporters who
cover this beat nationally and in California.

The Access Commission proposes to engage Voices on an ongoing
basis to provide communications support and expertise to
stakeholders in the California community of legal aid programs,
their partners, and supporters. 

While we expect Voices itself to be the central source of consulting
expertise, we anticipate that it will work with specialists in other
areas with whom we propose to discuss potential involvement
going forward:

RECOMMENDATION I-A
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https://voicesforciviljustice.org/?p=9938
https://voicesforciviljustice.org/?p=35
http://www.newventurefund.org/


RECOMMENDATION I-A
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SOCIAL MEDIA - BERLINROSEN

Voices works on media relations with BerlinRosen, a mid-size national public affairs and social
media firm with offices in Los Angeles, Washington, DC, and New York. The firm’s digital/social
media practice is split between for-profit and non-profit clients, but the core media relations team
with which Voices for Civil Justice works is within the National Issue Advocacy practice. 

Effective use of social media can reach audiences missed by traditional media.Social media
allows, and flourishes from highly specific messaging and can reach people with those specific
interests and needs. Social media can be used to raise funds quickly and at lower overhead than
other methods. Among programs that provide legal services to the public in California, there is a
wide spectrum when it comes to use of social media and effectiveness in messaging.We propose
to seek the participation of the most effective programs. As implementation of the
recommendations goes forward, we will explore whether, and to what extent-- with budget
constraints in mind -- we should call on BerlinRosen to advise or participate on specific tasks. 

THEMES AND MESSAGING - ASO COMMUNICATIONS

Using survey research and expertise developed on other issues, Anat Shenker-Osorio, Principal of
ASO Communications uses social science research to “examine why certain messages falter where
others deliver." Ms. Shenker-Osorio has worked on research for Voices for Civil Justice and has
presented a paper on messaging about legal aid.  That would make ASO Communications an
excellent participant in training about messaging in California legal aid media work. 

We propose that Jasmine Kaddoura, Senior Coordinator for the Access Commission, will act as the
point of connection between California participants and Voices for Civil Justice – at least in the
beginning of implementation of our recommendations. 

Since Voices for Civil Justice and the other experts must be paid for their assistance, it will be
necessary to determine during initial implementation what the scope of their work will be. At a
minimum, they will provide sample materials, training sessions, and some consultation on making
participating programs’ communications with the media and the public more effective. We expect
that the core services of Voices for Civil Justice will prove to be scalable, with work product that
can inform a number of participants. If the participating California programs’ desire for Voices’
involvement comes to exceed the relatively limited budget that the Access Commission can
provide for this work, that will be good news, not bad. It may justify broadening the participation in
funding this activity.  

https://berlinrosen.com/about-berlin-rosen/
https://asocommunications.com/about-us
https://voicesforciviljustice.org/wp-content/uploads/Voices-for-Civil-Justice_Language-Analysis_aso.pdf


The Legal Aid Association of California (LAAC).
Each program receiving Equal Access Fund and IOLTA funding;
Non-recipients of EAF/IOLTA funding that provide free or below-market cost legal services to
underserved people (including legal departments in larger social services organizations).
The State Bar of California.
The California Lawyers' Association. 
OneJustice.
California Change Lawyers.
Council of California County Law Librarians,
The pro bono programs of local, minority, and special interest bar associations. 
The California Chamber of Commerce and local and specialized Chambers of Commerce.
Client representatives and community organizations in underserved communities.

Although Voices for Civil Justice is a national organization, it has worked in the past and is
continuing to support state-level projects in Pennsylvania and Virginia. “Pennsylvania Voices” is a
project that strives to closely coordinate statewide media efforts, and to speak "with a single voice"
statewide. 

A centralized model will not succeed in California, with our huge population and enormous diversity.
We have over 100 IOLTA- funded legal aid programs across several regions, each larger than most
other States. We recommend a decentralized approach in California tailored to the needs of local
communities. California Voices should develop a menu of messages that include topics that are
relevant to different regions of the State and to programs serving different categories of clients. 

A wide array of stakeholders would be invited to participate –starting with, but not limited to IOLTA-
recipient legal aid programs. We envision including at least:
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RECOMMENDATION I-B

OFFER FLEXIBLE, RESPONSIVE, AND DECENTRALIZED ASSISTANCE TO
ORGANIZATIONS THAT CHOOSE TO PARTICIPATE



Participation by client representatives and
community organizations will take effort and
follow-through to build. Like other aspects of this
program, we hope and expect it to increase over
time as the program takes root.

RECOMMENDATION I-B

A huge part of the community is
legal departments embedded in
other mission-driven
organizations. They're not IOLTA
funded organizations, but they are
programs that do what you all are
talking about - having people
realize that their issues have legal
remedies.

- Claire Solot,
Bigglesworth Foundation

We do not anticipate that every organization involved in California Voices will need, or even
want, outside help with messaging and communications. The 150 or more participants in the
categories listed above include some that are highly effective and experienced
communicators who will bring value to the network through that expertise. Others have no
time or staffing for anything but their work for clients and would require communications
resources. In the best case, the latter can learn from the former, as well as from the experts
at Voices for Civil Justice. 

As described in the preceding section, the project would begin with training opportunities
designed to improve communications by participating organizations, even if they do little
else with the collaboration. Voices for Civil Justice would seek out participants in rural
communities and others isolated by other circumstances, such as income and language. We
envision a California Voices Steering Group to comment on relevant subject matter and
materials, identify spokespersons, and encourage participation. But participation would
remain voluntary. 

At a minimum, we recommend making sure that all the invited participants know that they
can call upon the experts the next time a reporter calls about a story. And if they wish, they
can learn how to let reporters know when there is a legal aid story they should be covering.
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Achieving more effective communications with the media and the public must involve several
kinds of actions aimed at distinct, although related, goals. Even if limited funding and staff
capacity were not a consideration, the goals are most likely to be achieved by undertaking the
different actions in stages, not all at once. For example, the initial stage aims at achieving more
and broader media coverage of the valuable roles legal aid programs play for their clients and for
the State as a whole. Among other goals, that may help in obtaining more support and funding.
That, in turn, can raise the likelihood of achieving success in the subsequent stages. 

Each stage will continue as successive stages commence. A vigorous collaboration in California
Voices for Civil Justice will continue, and provide a base for, outreach to language communities
and people with common interests and needs who are not currently reached by the messages of
civil justice programs. As implementation moves forward, communications can counter
perceptions such as that “this legal aid program is too busy to help me.”  This can support the
credibility of messaging aimed at letting people know that a life problem they face has a legal
cause and/or solution, and that legal aid can help. 
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RECOMMENDATION I-C 

USE A STAGED APPROACH TO
IMPLEMENTATION: 

STAGE 1. WORK TO ESTABLISH
“CALIFORNIA VOICES FOR CIVIL JUSTICE”
AND IMPROVE MEDIA COVERAGE
REGARDING LEGAL HELP FOR PEOPLE
ELIGIBLE FOR LEGAL AID

STAGE 2. REACH MORE DIVERSE
AUDIENCES AND COMMUNITIES.



Coordination with the broader public interest community statewide.
Competing for limited media attention.
Limited financial and staff resources.
Competing demands for staff time.
Helping overworked legal aid providers learn how to use public communications to pitch for
more support.
Need for new initiatives to fully involve communities of color and media outlets in languages
other than English.
Recruiting allies beyond the “usual suspect” – business leaders, the faith community, labor,
and others).

In 2021-2022, the Access Commission proposes to launch a new initiative, “California Voices for
Civil Justice,” along with other programs and organizations that choose to participate.Its key
functions will include recruiting other participants, providing training and support (in coordination
with the national experts at Voices for Civil Justice) to advocates and spokespersons for civil
legal aid, conducting media monitoring and issuing alerts, and guiding the media placement
effort. California Voices will support and enhance the voices of participating organizations. The
messages will be those of the programs, attributed to them and not to California Voices. 

CHALLENGES

The overarching goal of the California Voices project will be to enhance a broad public
understanding of and support for civil legal aid in California. To achieve this goal, we recommend
a communications and public education effort to bring attention to what civil legal aid is, what
legal aid programs do for clients and for our State, and why they deserve support. For 2021-2022,
we recommend the following Stage 1 objectives:
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RECOMMENDATION I-C

STAGE 1. WORK TO ESTABLISH “CALIFORNIA VOICES
FOR CIVIL JUSTICE” AND IMPROVE MEDIA COVERAGE
REGARDING LEGAL HELP FOR PEOPLE ELIGIBLE FOR
LEGAL AID

BUILD COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA CAPACITY

Launch “California Voices” as an initiative of the Access Commission and its affiliated programs
and partners. Its key functions would include inviting participation by each program receiving Equal
Access Fund and IOLTA funding, LAAC, the State Bar of California, the California Lawyers'
Association, California Change Lawyers, programs within the disability rights and immigrant rights 



spaces outside traditional legal services, faith-based organizations where appropriate, and the pro
bono programs of local, minority, and special interest bar associations. California Voices will provide
training and support to advocates and spokespeople, tracking media coverage, and guiding the
media placement effort.

RECOMMENDATION I-C
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A large part of California
Voices will be convincing
organizations to spend
the bandwidth, either
ongoing or up front. It
will be valuable if
people appreciate how
important it is to make
themselves accessible to
people who don't know
how to call a lawyer. 

- Yolanda Jackson,
SF Bar

With “California Voices” as a resource and a connective network,
enhance the communications capacity of legal aid programs and
other partners through expert assistance in working effectively to
increase media coverage. 
Generate 20-30 pieces of media coverage illustrating the value of
civil legal aid in state and local outlets, including a diverse mix of
reported and opinion pieces from all regions of the state, urban
and rural, communities of color, immigrants, and non-dominant
language speakers.

GARNER STRONG, SUSTAINED MEDIA COVERAGE

Offer trainings for potential participants, and
circulate expressions of support for the new
California Voices for Civil Justice from the State
Bar, CLA, LAAC, OneJustice, the California Chamber
of Commerce, and other associations. 
Recruit and organize a California Voices Steering
Group (see below).
Focus initial efforts on building support for
increased governmental and nongovernmental
support for funding, and volunteers to do pro bono
work for low income and other disadvantaged
Californians. Any future media and public education
aimed at stimulating the demand for help among
eligible clients will require programs to take on
more work.

We can use media to raise the profile of
our organizations and the work that
we're providing, and then provide a space
for our clients’ voices to be amplified and
heard, because that does not happen
enough. They're going through a lot of
challenges. But I think within the
challenge, there has been triumph, you
know, in terms of our clients being able
to refine their voice, especially in this
pandemic. And a California Voices for
Civil Justice can help us identify ways we
can still meet the needs of our clients and
to share those stories.

-Ugochi Nicholson, 
Public Law Center

HELP SHARPEN THE FOCUS OF PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS ON BUILDING SUPPORT
FOR INCREASED FUNDING AND VOLUNTEERS



Voices for Civil Justice can provide powerful opinion research, effective training modules, and
website resources, such as national press clips, messaging and media toolkits, to support
California Voices’ efforts. They can draw on and connect California with national efforts and
with communications activities that are increasing in other states. 
California Voices Steering Group – With the guidance and support of Voices for Civil Justice
and affiliated program leaders, the members of a California Voices Steering Group will articulate
strategies for effective communications, and make them available to participants in California
Voices.  The strategies will provide examples and methods of effective communications, not
prescribed content. Members of the steering group will include persons with deep experience in
their region of the state, as well as other qualifications, to make sure that the menu of issues
and messages that California Voices develops will include what is salient in each region of the
state. 
California Voices staff – Access Commission Senior Coordinator Jasmine Kaddoura will be
available to devote a percentage of her time to staffing the work of California Voices. She will be
supported by Sam Scarrow of Voices for Civil Justice. 
Communications staff of participating programs and organizations – California Voices will
invite each participating program to decide its staffs level of use of and collaboration with
Voices’ staff and consultants. There is a wide spectrum of communications capacity and
competency across legal aid organizations throughout California. 
Reporters, editors and producers – These are the media gatekeepers who decide whether to
cover civil legal aid in their outlets. They are looking for good stories that will appeal to their
audiences and are closely following the news cycle.
Advocates for civil legal aid – Whether they are employees of California Voices-affiliated
programs, pro bono attorneys, bar association officials, or others who care about civil legal aid,
these advocates decide whether, when, and how to provide their stories and make themselves
and their clients accessible as resources to the media. They are the conduit to clients and
former clients who are crucial to the success of most pitches, providing the human scale and
narrative elements that reporters need for their coverage. 
Client voices –  These are the individuals with lived experience of issues central to civil justice,
who are sought after by media gatekeepers for their ability to put a human face to a story. 
Trained volunteer spokespersons – Over time, California Voices will identify, recruit, and train
volunteers to speak on relevant topics. The volunteers ideally will be statewide and local leaders
with credibility, experience, and contacts who would agree to make themselves available to
speak with journalists on relevant topics.

KEY ACTORS

RECOMMENDATION I-C
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Journals and journalists – There are reporters whose beats focus on
access to justice. Voices for Civil Justice already knows and works
with them. Many other California reporters and editors are probably
still at the need-to-be-educated stage – that is, they may have only a
limited understanding of what civil legal aid is or that legal aid is a
proven solution to many of the problems their outlets are covering.
Our goal is to pitch them strong stories and keep highlighting the
importance of civil legal aid in any given issue area. Our advocates
need education, too, about what it will take to engage effectively with
the media.

Social media “influencers” – Today – especially in California – the
most effective channels for communication with certain groups, such
as policy makers or reporters, may be social media. As the California
Voices project goes forward, with advice from consultants, we
recommend undertaking to identify the most useful and influential
forms of social media to use in order to build public support for, and
awareness of the services provided by, civil legal aid. 

Public officials, their staffs, and other policymakers – Because the
first-stage objective of the recommended project is to increase the
capacity of legal aid programs in the State, the most important
ultimate audience is public policy makers who control public funding
decisions: e.g., the Legislature, the Governor, and others. 

Eligible clients and the general public – During the first stage of the
work of California Voices, we recommend focusing efforts on
expanding the capacity of legal aid programs. In the separate
[report/section] on addressing the “Knowledge Gap”, we note that the
key audience will be eligible clients and the general public. We
recommend undertaking that effort in a second stage of the project,
once expanded capacity exists to which eligible clients can be
directed without hesitation. 

AUDIENCES

RECOMMENDATION I-C
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Civil legal problems are common and numerous, and their
consequences are life- changing for millions of
Californians.

When people do get the legal help they need, individuals
thrive and communities prosper.

Civil legal aid is a vital societal resource, but grossly
inadequate funding leaves too many without the help
they need.

The media placement effort will focus on high
priority issues that illustrate the role of the civil
justice system and the fundamental importance of
civil legal aid. Important themes include:

In issue areas like domestic violence, housing,
health, employment, consumer debt, and for
people like veterans, seniors, children, and people
with disabilities, there will be opportunities to
interject these themes and messages.

POTENTIAL THEMES AND MESSAGES



Develop, with the assistance of Voices for Civil Justice, a calendar of training events,
online newsletter, communications listserv, and other strategies to improve the media
willingness and capacity of California advocates.

Create and maintain an editorial/pitch calendar, make it available to advocates on the
California Voices website, and use it to develop a pipeline of diverse media pitching
opportunities that produces an average of two placements per month (25 per year).

Create and maintain a statewide online resource of templates, sample pitch scripts,
thought leadership pieces, etc. for use by California Voices programs.

Create and maintain a statewide spreadsheet or database of reporter contacts, make
it available to advocates on the California Voices website, and use it to target pitches.

Create and maintain a statewide spreadsheet or database of stories of those who
have lived civil legal problems and are able and willing to have their story told in the
media. 

Take advantage of legal aid-related news hooks – e.g., courts reopening to an
eviction tsunami, interest in a civil right to counsel in those and other proceedings,
state funding initiatives, etc. – to pitch news stories, opinion pieces and
spokespeople.

Create and maintain a statewide spreadsheet or database of media coverage about
civil legal aid, make it available to advocates on the California Voices website, and
use it to monitor and improve the messaging and quality of placements.

Work with Voices for Civil Justice to ensure that California stories are included in
national media placements, and encourage California advocates to join the
JusticeVoices network. 

SUGGESTED COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES

RECOMMENDATION I-C
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Conduct one-on-one, community, and regional sessions regarding issues,
channels, and strategies for particular participants and groups of
participants to broaden appreciation of the role and importance of legal
aid. Continue providing assistance with ongoing media communications.
Identify, recruit, and train effective spokespeople for media and public
appearances regarding specific issues and for specific audiences. 
 Engage in targeted messaging if and when policy decisions about public
support for legal aid are being considered. 

MAY 2021 & ONGOING

Develop and release messaging addressing negative expectations and
prior opinions about legal aid’s capacity and delivery methods. Develop
and release targeted messages in traditional media, social media, and
potentially in public service announcements and/or talk show and opinion
channel participation regarding specific “Knowledge Gap” topics for
which legal aid programs have capacity to deliver more help

FALL 2021 & ONGOING

Identify and recruit participants, inviting them to use Voices for Civil
Justice at any time to advise on dealings with the media. Establish an
online resource for materials and for sharing news and insights among
participants. 

APRIL - MAY 2021

Participate in meetings and make presentations about the program. Offer
virtual trainings on effective legal aid messaging. Establish the Steering
Group. 

MAY - JUNE 2021

Develop and implement ways of better reaching non-dominant language
audiences, rural, and other underserved communities. Steering group
considers trainings on social media outreach

SUMMER 2021 & ONGOING

Continue California Voices for Civil Justice on a scale reflecting
participation and available funding. Engage in evaluation of results
achieved and participants’ feedback. 

2022 & ONGOING

TIMELINE
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Achieving effective
communications between
many more California
programs and large, traditional
media outlets will require
effort and deliver valuable
results. It should support
efforts to obtain more funding
from policymakers, and it will
help reach many members of
the public. But far from all. 

According to United States
Census Data, as of [2-19]
44.5% of Californians speak a
language other than English in
the home. Language
communities are concentrated
and vary locally, but statewide
percentages are as seen in the
graphic to the right.

A successful California
communications project will
include effective use of
traditional media and social
media in languages other than
English.
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STAGE 2. REACH MORE DIVERSE
AUDIENCES AND COMMUNITIES

https://statisticalatlas.com/state/California/Languages


RECOMMENDATION I-C

We recommend that California Voices in Stage 2 seek the help and guidance of
stakeholders with experience communicating effectively in Spanish, indigenous South and
Central American languages, Mandarin, Cantonese, Tagalog, Vietnamese, Korean, and
others of Californians' many languages. Among others, these stakeholders include
California Rural Legal Assistance, Asian Americans Advancing Justice Los Angeles, the
San Francisco Bar Association, Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, and others.

California Voices should do the work to develop panels of spokespeople who are well
versed about legal aid programs and the problems they address, and who are fluent in
non-dominant languages.With California Voices’ support, programs should develop
acquaintances and relationships with news writers at Spanish-language radio,
newspapers, and cable television channels. 

Talk radio programs on non-English radio may also present opportunities to reach
audiences including eligible clients.  

California Voices should identify appropriate subject matters (see Stage 3, below) for
public service announcements in languages other than English for radio stations and
cable television channels. This could be an occasion to partner with businesses that place
paid advertising on the same outlets, and that ask the channels to agree to place free
PSAs.

People in rural communities can also be reached by forming relationships with writers and
editors at local newspapers, radio stations, and television channels. Local talk radio hosts
may be quite willing to invite spokespersons to discuss the work of legal aid programs
onto talk shows. 

Again, it remains to be seen how much of these activities can be sustained by the limited
funding and staffing for California Voices and the time that participating programs can
and will invest. However, we expect that whatever level of effort can be invested in
expanding the awareness of legal aid programs among non-English and local rural media
outlets will pay dividends – both with eligible clients and with legislators whose
constituents include these groups. 
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In 2020, the State Bar published its study of the California Justice Gap, based on survey data
about Californians’ civil legal needs and the resources available to meet those needs. 

The Justice Gap study found that the California Justice Gap is widespread, pervasive, and
multifaceted. It has two dimensions:

The Knowledge Gap: Many Californians do not seek or receive legal help because they do
not know their problems have a legal remedy, and they are uncertain how to access legal
help. . . .

The Service Gap: The current legal services delivery system is unable to meet the legal
needs of Californians.

“The Knowledge Gap – Findings and Recommendations” State Bar of California (2020).
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PART 2: NARROWING THE KNOWLEDGE GAP
- OVERVIEW

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf


The study distinguished two aspects of the Knowledge Gap. 

1. Not Recognizing Problems as Legal. The first is not recognizing that legal issues are involved in
the cause or possible solution of the problem. According to the survey data compiled by the State
Bar, 70% of people who encounter a problem that has a legal aspect do not seek legal help of any
kind. Of that group, 32% do not understand that there is a legal aspect to the problem or its
solution. “2019 California Justice Gap Study, Executive Summary” at page 10.

2. Not Knowing Where to Look for Help. The study identified a second aspect of the Knowledge
Gap, when people do not know how to access legal help. This was true of 15% of the people who
did not seek legal help for a legal problem. “The Knowledge Gap – Findings and Recommendations”
at page 1. 

In addition to these, a third aspect can properly be considered part of the Knowledge Gap.

3. Underestimating the Help Available from Legal Aid. Our interviews suggested a third problem
that can be attributed to lack of accurate knowledge:  People who are eligible for help from legal
aid may incorrectly believe that no such help is available or that the help will be ineffective. This
may be part of the explanation for the Justice Gap Study’s finding that among people below the
income threshold for federally-funded legal aid (125% of the Federal Poverty Level), 26% answered
“Not at all/Rarely” when asked if “The civil legal system can help people like you solve important
problems like those in this survey.” “2019 California Justice Gap Study, Technical Report” at page
17
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PART 2. NARROWING THE
KNOWLEDGE GAP - OVERVIEW

https://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Study-Executive-Summary.pdf
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/California-Justice-Gap-Survey-Technical-Report.pdf
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PART 2. NARROWING THE
KNOWLEDGE GAP - OVERVIEW

DIFFERENCES IN KNOWLEDGE GAP PROBLEMS OF PEOPLE IN DIFFERENT
INCOME GROUPS

The first aspect of the Knowledge Gap, not recognizing problems as legal, appears to differ
among people whose income is below compared to those above the threshold (125% of
FPL) for legal aid. For all Californians, the study reported (as stated above) that 32% of
people who do not seek legal help were in this category. Of low income people who did not
seek legal help, 24% said they “weren’t sure if it was a legal issue or not.” “2019 California
Justice Gap Study, Technical Report” at page 15.

The types of problems that people may not recognize as legal may vary in frequency
among income groups. “Californians with incomes above 125 percent of FPL are most
likely to seek nonlegal help for problems related to employment, health, and education
while Californians with lower incomes are most likely to seek only nonlegal help for
problems related to rental housing, income maintenance, health, and veterans issues.”
“2019 California Justice Gap Study, Executive Report” at page 11.

The second aspect, not knowing where to look for help, also may differ among income
groups. The reports on the Justice Map study state an overall percentage of 15% of those
who did not seek legal help because they did not know where to look. We found no
breakdown by income group.However, because the sources of help differ, and knowledge
of the existence of legal aid is widespread among people who are legal aid-eligible, the
percentages may diverge by income group.More importantly, the information about where
to seek help will differ for those eligible for subsidized legal help and those who are not. 

The third aspect, underestimating the help available from legal aid, is specific to those who
are eligible for legal aid. 

https://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Study-Executive-Summary.pdf
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Increase the availability of accessible, engaging, and reliable
legal information and tools to help diagnose legal problems.
Explore regulatory reforms designed to encourage technological
innovation in the legal sector and remove obstacles to the
development of useful diagnostic legal tools.
The private sector should partner with legal service providers to
develop intuitive tools that can help Californians diagnose legal
problems and navigate the civil legal system.
Legal aid funding should address the need for help in diagnosing
the legal aspects of a problem.
Legal service providers should deliver “know your rights”
trainings online and develop content to distribute through
nonlegal entities, such as schools, social services organizations,
and community centers.

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Strategic Efforts to Educate the Public Can Reduce the Knowledge
Gap 

(“The Knowledge Gap – Findings and Recommendations”.) 

The State Bar is already acting on a number of these
recommendations. Our comments and additional
recommendations begin in the following section and continue in
Recommendation III-B, below. 

PART 2. NARROWING THE
KNOWLEDGE GAP - OVERVIEW

KNOWLEDGE GAP RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE
JUSTICE GAP STUDY

We agree with the following recommendations from the State Bar’s
report on the Knowledge Gap: 

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/accessJustice/Justice-Gap-Fact-Sheet-Knowledge-Gap.pdf


RECOMMENDATIONS – PART II:
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS TO
NARROW THE KNOWLEDGE GAP
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The activities of California Voices for Civil Justice described above under Recommendation I-A
encompass the second aspect of the Knowledge Gap – public communications about where and
how low-income and disadvantaged people can find legal help. Continuing the staged approach we
have recommended, as California Voices becomes established, it should take on the other two
aspects of the Knowledge Gap, still focusing on low-income and disadvantaged people. 

RECOMMENDATION II-A

PARTICIPANTS IN CALIFORNIA VOICES FOR
CIVIL JUSTICE SHOULD DEVELOP AND
DISSEMINATE: 

           (A) MESSAGES COUNTERING NEGATIVE
PRIOR OPINIONS ABOUT LEGAL AID, AND 

           (B) CAREFULLY TARGETED MESSAGES
ADDRESSING INSTANCES OF PROBLEMS THAT
PEOPLE MAY NOT UNDERSTAND TO BE LEGAL.

(A) MESSAGES COUNTERING NEGATIVE PRIOR OPINIONS ABOUT LEGAL AID

It should not be surprising that a connection exists between the Knowledge Gap and the Service
Gap: In many communities, the “word on the street” may reflect an understanding that legal aid
programs are generally at or near capacity, and that program priorities exclude some legal needs.
However, the assumption that there is “no point in trying” to get help from legal aid can be quite
wrong. Legal aid clinics and self-help counseling is generally scalable, and can provide valuable
help. Right now, there is hope for a substantial increase in funding through the State’s Equal
Access Fund, which may expand capacity of recipient legal aid programs to accept new clients and
expand the needs served.  The “word on the street” may be wrong. 



Messaging by participants in California Voices could also
address misconceptions that may lead clients to undervalue the
help legal aid can offer them. For example, a domestic abuse
client whose expectations have been framed by TV lawyer shows
might not appreciate the value of a counseled self-help TRO
clinic, which could obtain a protective court order. Another
example: right now, the most valuable assistance to a tenant
behind on her rent could be instruction on why and how the
tenant should complete the Judicial Council forms (such as UD
104(a)) establishing eligibility for a rental subsidy.  
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We need to combat the
word on the street that
legal aid can’t help you.
There is a role for careful
and targeted outreach
about legal problems for
which the capacity to assist
exists.

 
- Bonnie Hough, 
Judicial Council

Targeted media messaging – coverage by reporters, social media messaging by peers who had
benefited from legal aid, spokespersons making talk show appearances, and/or public service
announcements – could aim at explaining the value of these ways of delivering legal services.
Reframing client expectations in these ways could be part of the approach to narrowing the Gap.
Again, effective messaging to convey the value of a delivery method should be targeted, mainly local,
and focused on forms of help that will be available when eligible clients ask for it.

Cultural Resistance to Seeking Legal Help

According to our interviewees, there is at least a third reason eligible clients in rural areas do not seek
legal help. Beyond not knowing that  theirs is a legal problem, and the belief that they would not get
help even if they tried, an eligible client living in rural California may well prefer to work out problems
directly rather than avail themselves of legal protections or aid. 

Other groups, such as some immigrants, may have a culture-based aversion to challenging
authority.People in some cultures may tend to mistrust the legal system, or mistakenly trust
unscrupulous “notarios” rather than attorneys. 

Cultural obstacles to seeking legal help are more embedded than obstacles like the Knowledge Gap
or the “word on the street.” Removing them will take a sustained effort utilizing local messengers, not
outsiders, to build a counter-narrative that supports the use of legal tools to solve life’s problems. 

The California staff and experts at Voices for Civil Justice would work with rural programs to make
sure that messaging is culturally appropriate and comes from trusted local messengers.

RECOMMENDATION II-A
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RECOMMENDATION II-A

(B) CAREFULLY TARGETED MESSAGES ADDRESSING INSTANCES OF PROBLEMS THAT MAY
NOT BE UNDERSTOOD TO BE LEGAL

We recommend that California Voices for Civil Justice project can work on the first aspect of the
Knowledge Gap – not recognizing problems as legal – affecting people who are eligible for free help
from legal aid and other sources. 

The Justice Gap study identified veterans’ problems, income, and rental issues as the most frequent
Knowledge Gap examples among low-income Californians. The Access Commission will report to the
State Bar by June 30 on responses in convenings regarding high-priority legal needs. In addition, legal
aid programs monitor and consider the areas of greatest need in their communities as part of setting
service priorities. From these sources, the staff and Steering Group of California Voices can identify
subjects on which to find or develop materials to make sure the public realizes that legal rules, rights,
or opportunities are involved, and can find available help. The State Bar’s staff could play invaluable
roles in identifying the priorities, finding existing gap-narrowing content that already exists, and
developing new content. 

California Voices will build an archive of content developed to narrow the Knowledge Gap. The staff
and Steering Group will identify specific needs that many people experience without realizing that they
would benefit from legal help that is, or may be, available. For these needs, they will find or develop
content and ways to deliver it to help people understand the legal issue and where to go for
assistance.The content might be radio or television public service announcements, material for social
media, well-crafted messages for media coverage, and educational written or video material for use in
schools, libraries and by community organizations – in English and other languages. Over time, there
will be an archive of California-specific material and relevant material from outside the State. 

These releases could call attention to a specific life problem – e.g., “Are you behind on your rent?” or “Is
a conviction from your past keeping you from getting hired?” or “Are you being paid below the legal
minimum because of your immigration status?” – and make the connection to available free help. 

As stated above, California Voices will not presume to decide for participants which content its
participants will use, much less to decide that a single message is right for all places and communities
in the State. Among other reasons, public messaging that a problem has legal aspects may not be
helpful to the public or to legal aid providers if the providers have no capacity to address that problem.
That said, however, when and where a participant in California Voices determines that they should
address a Knowledge Gap issue, it would benefit from finding content on that issue in the California
Voices archive.

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defense/resource_center_for_access_to_justice/standards-and-policy/standards-for-the-provision-of-civil-legal-aid/standard-2-1-on-identifying-legal-needs-and-planning-to-respond/
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IDENTIFYING HIGH PRIORITY LEGAL SERVICES

The Access Commission is working on another project that it will deliver to the State Bar by June
30, 2021.We will “[d]evelop a set of recommendations for the basic/core legal services that should
be available in California communities for low income or modest means residents to at least
minimally meet the need for access to legal services.” The results of that project could inform work
on the Knowledge Gap.The highest priority legal issues logically should be considered as the best
topics for bridging Knowledge Gaps. 

TARGETING MESSAGES TO AVOID OVERPROMISING

Public messaging about the availability of legal help for a serious life problem implies that such
legal help will be available to the audience, if they seek it. Many life problems can be resolved, or at
least mitigated, for someone who has a lawyer’s help. However, legal aid programs do not have the
resources to provide assistance with every life problem that has a legal aspect. Indeed, many legal
aid programs would be quite unhappy to see a surge in eligible clients seeking help that is
unavailable following effective public education campaigns. 

Our interviewees told us that public communications addressing the Knowledge Gap need to be
targeted to avoid implicitly making promises the legal aid programs can’t keep. This means that
Knowledge Gap messages delivered through the media should be quite specific and localized.
Before announcing that a problem has a solution that legal aid can provide, we need to make sure
that legal aid programs in that community have the capacity to provide that help. 

For a specific need, capacity may exist. One reason might be available government funding for
programs to address legal needs such as disaster relief or housing. Another example of available
capacity might be an effective and scalable method of service delivery – such as a counseled and
supervised self –help clinic for domestic abuse victims. 

This is an additional reason why an effective version of California Voices will not “speak with a
single voice” statewide. Both local needs and the availability of free or low-cost legal help will vary
widely.  The California staff and experts at Voices for Civil Justice will work with local programs to
make sure that where the Knowledge Gap is addressed, there is help available for the clients who
look for it. 

RECOMMENDATION II-A



RECOMMENDATIONS

California Voices for Civil Justice will focus on public communications about free legal help
for low income and disadvantaged people.To effectively address the two aspects of the
Knowledge Gap that apply to people who are not eligible for legal aid but can’t afford to hire
lawyers at market rates, we think a different collaboration than California Voices for Civil
Justice will work best. We recommend establishing a Closing the Knowledge Gap Working
Group for that purpose. 

The work of the two will overlap, in part as illustrated in this diagram; but their efforts and the
content of their messaging will differ in part because of differences among the client groups
whose needs they will address. 
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RECOMMENDATION II-B

A SECOND COLLABORATION, A “CLOSING
THE KNOWLEDGE GAP WORKING GROUP,”
COULD SHARE EXPERIENCE AND INSIGHTS
AND WORK TOGETHER ON PUBLIC
COMMUNICATIONS TO INFORM ALL
CALIFORNIANS ABOUT PROBLEMS THEY
MAY NOT UNDERSTAND TO HAVE A LEGAL
CAUSE OR SOLUTION, AND ALL SOURCES OF
LEGAL HELP. 

California Voices for
Civil Justice

Closing the Knowledge
Gap Working Group
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The State Bar of California
The Center for Families, Children & the Courts of the Judicial Council
The Self Help Centers of the Superior Courts
California Lawyers Association
California Change Lawyers
The Access to Justice Commission, and its Modest Means Committee
The Council of California County Law Librarians
Law-focused media companies
Nonprofits and for-profit technology companies whose mission includes legal education, legal
tech applications and software
Teachers in post-secondary schools and law school professors interested in education of the
public about legal issues. 

Organizations whose participation would strengthen the Closing the Knowledge Gap Working Group
include:

Representatives of these organizations could focus on addressing three questions: 

1.   What, specifically, are the more prevalent and important problems and opportunities that people
in California face and that they do not recognize as subjects for which they would benefit from
seeking legal help? 

The organizations listed above have experience that should provide a working list of subject areas
on which Knowledge Gap narrowing is needed. 

For example, the State Bar’s Justice Map survey data pointed to employment, education, and health
as examples of areas where most people fail to seek legal help. However, to formulate useful
messaging and direct people to the right help, the topics should be much more granular. For
example, in the area of employment, many people may not know the legal rules governing how their
working hours must be calculated, what expenses an employer must reimburse, and when they are
entitled to paid time off. People who want to start new businesses find that legal help opens doors.
Those intended to benefit from COVID-19 recovery programs may find  legal help essential. Many
aspects of health care are subject to legal rules to protect patients and insureds.In education, also,
many specific legal rights and remedies are available to parents and students – who often do not
know they exist. The Closing the Knowledge Gap Working Group could compile concrete and
specific examples.

The staff of the Judicial Council’s Self-Help website, the Superior Court’s Self Help Centers, and
County Law Librarians will have experience and insight on what people ask about. 

RECOMMENDATION II-B
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Unpublished Justice Gap survey data might be helpful; but the purpose and scope of that
survey required use of topics that appear broader than would be ideal for the task of
formulating public messages likely to inform and motivate the intended audiences. (Not “you
have employment rights,” but “if you’re a new father and your pay stub shows CASDI
payments, you can get paid parental leave.”) 

After compiling a list of candidate topics, new surveys and focus groups might be used to
select and prioritize possible topics for public communications. There will no doubt be
enough information to identify a series of specific topics for needed public education. The
substantive content for the materials will be readily available from many sources, such as
the Judicial Council’s Self-Help website.

2.   What channels of public communication and ways of getting attention are likely to be
most effective for messaging on these subjects?

The organizations listed above engage in public communications and messaging, and will
have insights about what channels work well, and about ways of framing the messages to
capture the attention of intended audiences. 

We suggest seeking advice from experts. Commercial advertisers rely heavily on consulting
firms such as BerlinRosen when they choose how to get their messages out, and to develop
a “hook” to capture the attention of viewers or listeners. Surveys and focus group responses
are regularly used for these purposes by businesses – because they work. Large California
businesses might be willing to provide pro bono advice on marketing, ask their consultants
to do so, or ask media carriers whom they use to consider carrying public service
announcements.  

The Judge Gap reports on Knowledge Gap issues include several recommendations on what
channels to use to reach people: E.g. “tools to help diagnose legal problems,” and ’know your
rights’ trainings online and develop content to distribute through nonlegal entities such as
schools, social services organizations, and community centers.”

“Earned” media coverage is the specialty of Voices for Civil Justice. The work they will be
doing on Knowledge Gap issues for low-income groups will also be relevant to people who
aren’t eligible for legal aid. Voices knows the national journalists who cover law, and they will
get to know the California reporters well. They can support the Closing the Knowledge Gap
Working Group with information about reporters to approach with stories. 

RECOMMENDATION II-B
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The Bar Association of San Francisco has supported a public radio program, “Your
Legal Rights,” for decades. If the State Bar reinvented that concept for today, it might
be on social media, a podcast, or perhaps an interactive application for smartphones.

County law librarians already provide wide-ranging information about legal issues to
members of the public. They can guide and participate in efforts to educate about
problems whose legal aspects are not recognized.

Legal technology providers and tech-savvy nonprofits may be willing to participate in
the Closing the Closing the Knowledge Gap Working Group. Techniques such as
search engine optimization (SEO)– and advice from public-spirited internet service
companies – could be sought to help in framing materials and determining the best
ways to disseminate them. Again, consultants with expertise might play an important
role.Whether, and to what extent, this would involve cost beyond what might be
budgeted for this effort is a question that should be explored. 

3.   What are affordable forms of legal help? 

The organizations listed above include many sources of such help. The Working Group
could provide a forum for collaborations and advice on how to broaden the reach of
existing public communications on resources such as the Self-Help Support Centers
and the assistance County Law Libraries provide to nonlawyers. 

The State Bar is considering regulatory changes aimed at facilitating new and more
affordable ways for people to get legal help – the Closing the Justice Gap Working
Group and the California Paraprofessional Program Working Group. The Closing the
Knowledge Gap Working Group could address public communications on the reasons
for and opportunities created by any new programs that result. Public understanding
of, and willingness to use, innovations resulting from these efforts will benefit from
media attention and well-framed public communications.This may be especially
important if the new measures are controversial and receive some criticism.
  
We recommend, in III-B below, that the State Bar convene and lead the Closing the
Knowledge Gap Working Group to accomplish these objectives.

RECOMMENDATION II-B

https://www.calbar.ca.gov/About-Us/Who-We-Are/Committees/Closing-the-Justice-Gap-Working-Group
https://www.calbar.ca.gov/About-Us/Who-We-Are/Committees/California-Paraprofessional-Program-Working-Group
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We have been invited to make recommendations about what the State Bar in particular could do to
advance these goals. Recognizing that the choice of how to invest its resources belongs to the Bar and
its Board of Trustees, we frame these as recommendations about work the State Bar could undertake. 

PART 3: THE STATE BAR'S ROLE

RECOMMENDATION III-A
 

THE STATE BAR COULD PLAY A VALUABLE ROLE BY PARTICIPATING ACTIVELY
IN CALIFORNIA VOICES FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, AND COULD PROVIDE ESSENTIAL
LEADERSHIP IN EFFORTS TO NARROW THE KNOWLEDGE GAP FOR ALL
CALIFORNIANS. 

The State Bar is the primary voice known to reporters and the public to speak on the legal profession
and its activities. Access to justice is a vital part of its mission. 

When the State Bar’s leaders and staff speak on issues of public importance, journalists report on what
they say. The State Bar already engages in public communications and educational efforts on access to
justice. It employs staff dedicated to Access and Inclusion and staffs the Legal Services Trust Fund
Commission. These attributes give the State Bar experience, knowledge, and credibility to provide
spokespersons or background information and support to participants in California Voices for Civil
Justice on access to justice issues. The State Bar also employs a communications staff with
experience, contacts, and resources. 

The participation of State Bar staff members in the Steering Group of California Voices for Civil Justice
would substantially strengthen the effort and improve the public communications of other participating
organizations. The State Bar has long been the source of data and also of great individual stories that
convey the value of legal aid in human terms. State Bar staff can provide information from its many
years of action and study directed to access to justice. They can also provide advice behind the scenes
and, where appropriate and consistent with State Bar positions on issues, assist in arranging for
supporting statements by State Bar officials. 

The State Bar’s current initiatives include consideration of controversial proposals to change rules and
practices of the legal profession.Some public criticism is inevitable, and some public misunderstanding
of the connection between the initiatives and advancing access to justice is likely. Other participants of
California Voices for Civil Justice may be willing to provide credible responses to such criticism. By
participating in its Steering Group, the staff of the State Bar will have direct contacts with
communications staff members in organizations who may be willing to support State Bar initiatives. 

Finally, the State Bar sometimes has the ability to make grants to advance access to justice. It should
consider using its grant-making opportunities to facilitate the identification and development of content
for narrowing the Knowledge Gap.  
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RECOMMENDATION III-B
 

THE STATE BAR COULD CONVENE THE CLOSING THE KNOWLEDGE GAP
WORKING GROUP DESCRIBED IN RECOMMENDATION II-B.

The State Bar is well-positioned to convene the Closing the Knowledge Gap Working Group.
The mission for that group described in Recommendation II-B could be undertaken as a
closed-end, limited duration project of identifying concrete and specific topics that would be
helpful to address and the best channels for public communications by participating
organizations to use. In that respect, it would resemble its namesake, the Closing the
Justice Gap Working Group. The State Bar’s staff has expertise and ample experience
working on collaborations of this kind. 

This work might, if successful, lead to some form of continuing collaboration among the
participating organizations. That could remain a possibility and not a commitment while the
limited duration project goes forward. 

The Access Commission, and its Modest Means Committee in particular, can and should
participate. However, we do not have the capacity at present to make this a project that we
can staff, as we plan to do with California Voices for Civil Justice

RECOMMENDATION III-C
 

THE STATE BAR COULD INVEST RESOURCES IN DEVELOPING AND
DISSEMINATING CONTENT TO NARROW THE KNOWLEDGE GAP FOR ALL
CALIFORNIANS.

As the convener of the Closing the Knowledge Gap Working Group or on its own, the State
Bar’s goal of advancing access to justice justifies investing staff time and, optionally, funds
for consultants, new surveys, and focus groups to do the Knowledge Gap work described
above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

https://www.calbar.ca.gov/About-Us/Our-Mission#:~:text=The%20State%20Bar%20of%20California's,inclusion%20in%2C%20the%20legal%20system
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CONCLUSION

Establishment of a California Voices project would meet an urgent
need for communications capacity building among legal aid providers
and collaborating organizations, according to the comments of our
interviewees. Both a quick start and ultimate success realistically
require that the project involve communications experts who have
experience in this specific area.  We recommend providing resources
in a flexible manner so that organizations that choose to participate
can tailor their activities to the particular needs and conditions of
their communities.  The project can offer a centralized resource
without centralized control over the content of messaging and the
investment of a participant’s time and resources. Successful
messaging can build support for civil legal aid among policymakers
as well as the general public, which may lead to increased funding
and resources.

The State Bar also can lead in narrowing the Knowledge Gap in
California.Although the steps we have outlined could involve a
significant effort, we believe they would be valuable and justified at
any level of investment the State Bar chooses. 

The Access Commission thanks the State Bar of California for its
leadership in conducting the Justice Gap Study and enabling us to
propose these recommendations. The Access Commission intends
to pursue these projects, and we look forward to working with the
State Bar and with its continued support in doing so. 
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